INSIDE SECURE TO SHARE ITS VISION ON SECURITY TRENDS AT BARCLAYS
EMERGING PAYMENT FORUM

Richard Vacher Detourniere, GM & CFO and Loic Hamon, SVP of Corporate Development will
participate to the Barclays event at Westin New York Times Square on March 23-24, 2015
New-York, USA and Aix-en-Provence, France, March 23, 2015 – INSIDE Secure (Euronext Paris:
INSD), a leader in embedded security solutions for mobile and connected devices, announced today
that company executives will participate at the Barclays Emerging Payments Forum in New York City
on March 23-24, 2015.
On Tuesday, March 24, Loic Hamon will talk about INSIDE Secure’s views on the panel “Security
Initiatives: Please!... No More Data Breaches” at 2:50 p.m. EDT at the Westin New York Times
Square.
Leveraging over 20 years of experience to meet the evolving security and certification needs of the
traditional and emerging payment markets like HCE mobile payments, INSIDE Secure owns the
broadest security offering for payment technologies from smartcards to virtual payment cards for
mobile devices.
“We are excited to be part of such a prestigious conference and to have the opportunity to share
INSIDE’s vision to fundamentally re-shape the industry’s approach to security in response to today’s
Internet of Everything”, said Loic Hamon, Senior Vice-President of Corporate Development for
INSIDE Secure. “Billions of devices will have to be trusted. INSIDE Secure recognizes the world of
security is changing and the time has come to enhance existing security models with a truly embedded
model that delivers security at the heart of the device or application that needs to be secured.”
To learn more about INSIDE Secure and its vision for the new world of security, please visit:
http://www.insidesecure.com/Company/Vision-Mission.
About INSIDE Secure
INSIDE Secure (Euronext Paris FR0010291245 – INSD) provides comprehensive embedded security
solutions. World-leading companies rely on INSIDE Secure’s mobile security and secure transactions
offerings to protect critical assets including connected devices, content, services, identity and
transactions. Unmatched security expertise combined with a comprehensive range of IP,
semiconductors, software and associated services gives INSIDE Secure customers a single source for
advanced solutions and superior investment protection. For more information, visit
http://www.insidesecure.com

